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EGi ref. 1210.10

Audio and connectivity

for hotels

At EGi we believe that each project must 

reflect the personality of our customers; 

this is why our systems are designed to 

meet all their needs.

Our audio solutions will surprise and 

delight your guests while enjoying their 

stay in the hotel through the music, 

providing a complete experience from 

the lobby to the rooms, where your 

guests will be able to listen to their 

music by connecting their smart devices 

to the installed modules.
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Your room,

their music

The guests can synchronize their devices 

with the integrated modules and enjoy 

themselves. No need to worry about the 

volume, thanks to the pre-set levels of 

our speakers.

With EGi’s Bluetooth modules, design, 

customization and usability meet to turn 

the hotel room into a full multimedia 

experience.
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BLUETOOTH

SOLUTIONS
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EGi ref. 1210.10 + 05023

Music

without limits

We provide an endless range

of connectivity possibilities

for your guests.

EGi’s bluetooth control units

include HDMI and USB ports

to charge any mobile devices

while playing movies and sound.
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CONNECT

AND CHARGE
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Customization

and safety

To achieve the balance between comfort 

and safety, EGi has a call assistance kit 

with pull-cords, call push-buttons

and emergency signals to guarantee

the wellbeing of your guests.

ASSISTANCE

Lobby

Cancel

push-button

Guest room

Emergency

pull-cord
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LOBBIES

AND PUBLIC AREAS

MILLENNIUM

MILLENNIUM IP
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For the lobby, corridors and public 

areas, EGi offers the Millennium 

centralised system that provides an 

audio solution and PA system which can 

be controlled from the central 

switchboard or remotely thanks to the 

IP audio modules.

We also have a range of VES products 

with EN54 to avoid panic situations and 

ensure a faster and safer evacuation.

EN54: Not available for the U.A.E.

VES EN54
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Music

to feel good

Coffee shops and restaurants are areas 

where your guests can relax and enjoy

a tasty meal.

These are places where sound quality 

can make a difference. This is why our 

speakers and bluetooth modules are 

adjusted to provide exactly the right 

amount of sound power to create 

different moods for every occasion. 

COFFEE SHOPS

AND RESTAURANTS

EGi - Frameless speaker
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Choosing the right outdoor audio system 

is essential to enjoy the best quality 

sound in the hotel gardens, terraces or 

skybars.

Our wide range of products is specially 

designed to optimize sound quality in 

this type of events.

SKYBAR

AND OUTSIDE AREAS

EGi ref. 06814 • 06815
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Quality sound

where it matters most

One of the main services offered by hotels 

are is the use of conference rooms for 

business and private events.

EGi offers a wide range of speakers that 

provide a clear and defined sound in any 

part of the room.

It’s easy to connect the laptop, tablet or 

smartphone with our multimedia 

modules.

EGi ref. 06035

EGi ref. 05024
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EVENTS

AND CONFERENCE ROOMS
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Disconnect

without limits

In the gym and spa, music is a great way

to help your guests relax and get

the time-out they need.

Our technical and engineering team can 

provide you with a custom-made solution 

for your hotel.

EGi - IP54 Sound projector

SWIMMING POOL

GYM AND SPA
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EGi

MODULES
REF. DESCRIPTION

1210.10 Bluetooth control unit with AUX/TV audio input and PIN. White.

41515 Bluetooth control unit with AUX/TV audio input and PIN. Black.

 Frame not included.

05024 In wall bluetooth receiver, USB charger with HDMI IN/OUT. White.

05015 In wall bluetooth receiver, USB charger with HDMI IN/OUT. Black.

 Frame not included.

05023 In wall USB charger with HDMI IN/OUT. White.

05022 In wall USB charger with HDMI IN/OUT. Black.

 Frame not included.

41020 Bluetooth Wall Radio Kit, USB mp3, headphones and line IN. 

Double white frame included.

41517  Bluetooth master amplifier. FM/RDS and optional 

multiroom with remote control 41514.

 Ideal for false ceilings.

41519  Bluetooth amplifier.

 Ideal for false ceilings.

03002.16 Volume attenuator for low impedance. White.

 Frame not included.
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EGi

SPEAKERS
DESCRIPTION

2” wall speakers. Black and white.

Frame not included.

3”, 5” and 8” frameless ceiling speakers with round metal grille. 

Black and white.

Available in low impedance and 100 V line.

3”, 5” and 8” frameless ceiling speakers with square grille. White.

Available in low impedance and 100 V line.

EN54 speakers. White.

Available in 100 V line.

Baffles and minibaffles.

Available in low impedance and 100 V line.

Sound projectors for indoor and outdoor use.

Available in low impedance and 100 V line.

Professional Line Array for indoor and outdoor use.

Available in low impedance and 100 V line.

Bluetooth subwoofers. Autoamplified for satellite speakers.

Available in low impedance and 100 V line.

Rock speaker.

Available in low impedance and 100 V line.

For more information, please visit www.egiaudio.com
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REFERENCE

PROJECTS          

Iberostar Playa de Palma*****

Palma de Mallorca

Escandon Hotel****

Mexico DF

The Principal Madrid Hotel*****

Madrid 

H10 Cubik Hotel****S

Barcelona

Noelia Sur Hotel****

Tenerife

Midtown Apartments****

Barcelona

Gran Hotel Montesol*****

Ibiza

W Santiago Hotel****

Santiago de Chile

Hilton Garden Inn Al Mina****

Dubai

Gustave Hotel****

Paris
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Corinthia Hotel*****

Lisboa

H10 Ocean Hotel*****

Riviera Maya - Mexico

Suitopía - Sol y Mar Suites

Hotel**** Calpe - Alicante

Iberostar Anthelia Hotel*****

Tenerife 

Corias National Parador

Asturias

ME London Hotel*****

London

Jumeirah Saadiyat Island

Resort***** - Abu Dhabi

Marsa Malaz Kempinski*****

The Pearl - Doha 

Hyatt Andaz Mayaykoba Riviera

Maya Resort***** - Mexico

Majestic Hotel****

Barcelona
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ELECTROACÚSTICA GENERAL IBÉRICA S.A.

HEADQUARTERS

Av. Almozara, 79 • 50003 Saragossa - SPAIN

E-mail: info@egiaudio.com

Tel: +34 976 40 53 53 • Fax: +34 976 40 53 54

EXPORT DEPARTMENT

E-mail: export@egiaudio.com

Tel: +34 976 40 53 56

PROJECT CONSULTING / TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

E-mail: sat_consultas@egiaudio.com

Tel: +34 976 40 46 77 • Fax: +34 976 40 53 54

LOCAL PLATFORM

www.egiaudio.com


